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Introduction
ABOUT THIS MANUAL
This manual provides information for installing, operating and maintaining the Sea Gyro gyroscopic
stabilizer.
Study this manual carefully and observe all warnings and cautions. Using the SG set properly and
following a regular maintenance schedule will contribute to longer unit life, better performance and
safer operation.

AWARNING

INCORRECT SERVICE OR REPLACEMENT OF PARTS CAN RESULT IN SEVERE PERSONAL
INJURY AND/OR EQUIPMENT DAMAGE. SERVICE PERSONNEL MUST BE QUALIFIED TO
PERFORM ELECTRICAL AND/OR MECHANICAL SERVICE.

Installation
GENERAL LOCATION
Proper installation is very important. Requirements to consider should include:
Adequate cooling air
Discharge of circulated air
Electrical connections and bonding
Accessibility for operation and servicing
Level mounting surface
Noise levels
The instructions in this section should be used only as a guide as each installation must be considered on
an individual basis.

Sea Gyro stabilizers
Generally the location is preferable in the same room or compartment as the propulsion engine, as this is
usually a well ventilated area, insulated, close to the electrical supply and is the center of electrical load
distribution. A Sea Gyro stabilizer set cannot be installed in the propulsion engine compartment which
uses a gasoline fuel system, as this requires the Sea Gyro stabilizer set to operate in a gasoline fuel
environment and to be "ignition protected." (This means a set capable of operating in an explosive
environment without igniting that environment.)

Gasoline fire or explosion can result in severe personal injury or death.

Keep the Sea Gyro stabilizer set away from living quarters, and away from bilge splash and vapors.
Select a location that will allow adequate space on all sides for servicing the set, preferably on and
parallel with the keel or vessel center line.

MOUNTING

The floor must be flat and give support directly under the equipments mounting points. A 50mm clearance
around the unit is required to permit rocking on its mounts without restraint. Use approved cables and
electrical wiring conduit or severe property damage and personal injury may result.



VENTILATION

The Sea Gyro stabilizer electrics will require fresh air for cooling the Motor, VFD unit and for the cooling of
the dampers.

ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS

General
Installing the Sea Gyro stabilizer electrical system includes connecting the motor (load), installing the
remote start control (if used), and connecting the VFD. The power must always be connected last to the
VFD to avoid accidental starting of the Sea Gyro stabilizer during installation.
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Load Connections
All wiring must meet the applicable codes. Have a qualified electrician install and inspect the boat wiring.
The Sea Gyro wiring diagram does not include components added by customers. When installing the
wiring to the stabilizing set, use a section of flexible cable next to it to absorb vibration.
Use flexible multi-strand wire throughout the boat to reduce the danger of breakage from vibration.
The Sea Gyro stabilizer voltage and maximum current rating is specified in the specifications.

Connecting the cable
The cable is connected to the junctions inside the VFD control box as shown in the wiring diagram. Use
flexible conduit at the control box to permit movement of the stabilizer set. Grounding procedure must
comply with codes.

Earth
Contact with electrically "hot equipment” can result in severe personal injury or death. It is
extremely important that bonding and equipment grounding be properly done. All metallic
parts which could become energized under abnormal conditions must be properly grounded.

Remote Control Connections
Provision is made for addition of optional remote starting

Dockside Power Connection
Most boats incorporate a dockside connection so the boat can be plugged directly into a commercial
source while at dock. If this is done, switching to transfer the load between the ship’s generator set and
dock power will require restarting the Sea Gyro stabilizer unit. The Sea Gyro VDF must never be
operating during the switch over. Doing so will damage the VFD. This procedure does not require that the
gyroscopic unit stops spinning, only that the VFD is turned off temporarily during this operation.
On re-establishing the power and re-starting the VFD, the VFD will search the flywheels speed and
continue its duties.

INITIAL STARTING AND CHECKS
Before attempting the initial start of the Sea Gyro stabilizer set, be sure it is serviced for operation. Refer
to the Maintenance section of this manual for the proper procedures.



Connect Power supply-First spin

WARNING
High voltage can cause severe personal injury or death. Do not disconnect or connect power
cables if high voltage is present.

Before applying full speed, perform the following to verify the set will perform correctly:
1. Check ship’s generator output frequency, phases and voltage.
Connect an accurate AC voltmeter across two line terminals.
2. Start the Sea Gyro stabilizer set by pressing the Start-Stop switch on the VFD control panel to the Start
position.
3. The flywheel should commence to turn within a ten seconds. Allow the gyroscopic unit to run for 20
seconds.
4. Press the Start-Stop button (which will stop power to the electric motor).
5. Monitor the flywheel and note any abnormal sounds. The flywheel should turn freely. Refer to the
Operation section of this manual for normal readings. At operating temperature, all readings should stay
within the normal range.
6. Check that the flywheel assembly moves freely and does not interfere with the motor power supply
cable.
7. Check the Sea Gyro stabilizer set for vibration, smells and debris.
If any are found, shut down the Sea Gyro stabilizer and repair before making any more checks.

WARNlNG
Accidental starting of the Sea Gyro stabilizer can cause severe personal injury or death. Stop the
Sea Gyro stabilizer when repairs are made to the motor, controls, or wiring.

Operation

THE POWER IN THE FLYWHEEL IS DEADLY!
Do not attempt to touch the flywheel when spinning.

GENERAL
This section covers starting and operating the Sea Gyro stabilizer. It is recommended that the operator
read through this entire section before attempting to start the set. It is essential that the operator be
completely familiar with the Sea Gyro stabilizer to provide safe operation.

PRE-START CHECKS
Before starting, be sure the following checks have been made and the unit is ready for operation. Refer to
the MAINTENANCE section for the proper procedures.

LUBRICATION
The units are supplied pre-greased.

CONTROL PANEL
Check ship’s generator output frequency, phases and voltage.
Line Circuit Breaker Protects the Sea Gyro stabilizer from a short circuit or other overload.



STARTING
This section covers starting of the Sea Gyro stabilizer at the control panel and remote starting.

Starting at Control Panel
The following steps outline the correct procedures for starting the Sea Gyro stabilizer control panel.
1. Press the Start/Stop switch in the Start position. This activates the VDF control and provides power to
the system.
2. The flywheel will begin to turn after a few seconds. Should there be a problem with the startup, a code
will be displayed on the VDF unit
3. If the flywheel does not start to turn after 30 seconds, press the start/stop switch again. Wait two
minutes and then proceed to trouble shooting.
4. Check exhaust fan for operation (air movement).

Caution
Excessive startup periods can overheat and damage the motor. Do not try to start flywheel rotation for
periods longer than 30 seconds.
If the Sea Gyro stabilizer does not start check the main switch and power supply (be sure the three
phases are available).

Remote Starting
If the Sea Gyro stabilizer is started from a remote location, the same procedures and caution for starting
at the control panel apply.

Start-up Checks
Check current and frequency on VDF after the Sea Gyro stabilizer is started.

STOPPING
Before Stopping
Check current and frequency on VDF before the Sea Gyro stabilizer is stopped.

To Stop
Press the Start/Stop switch of the VDF unit or the remote switch.

OPERATING RECOMMENDATIONS

Break-In
Check for noise, heat and vibration after the first one hour of operation on any new Sea Gyro stabilizer.

Refer to the Maintenance section of this manual for the recommended procedures.

After the first 20 hours of operation, Sea Gyro recommends that verification of the ship’s generator
voltage may be necessary. Due to the normal break-in of a generator’s engine, verify if the voltage is
within normal specifications.

No Load Operation
Long periods of no-load operations should be kept to a minimum and avoid if possible. No-load operation
may allow brittling of the radial bearings.

Exercise Period.
Infrequent use of the Sea Gyro stabilizer can result in hard starting. This may be due to grease buildup.
Exercise the Sea Gyro stabilizer at least once a month for a minimum of 30 minutes.



TROUBLESHOOTING

The following sections describe operation of the fault systems and suggested items the operator can
check. If a major problem is indicated, contact Sea Gyro. The VDF control panel Fault indicator will
display for any one of the fault conditions described separately below.
Locate the problem and make the necessary corrections before starting the Sea Gyro stabilizer.

High bearing Temperature:
Observe temperature of bearings for indications of high temperatures over 110oC.
Contact a Sea Gyro representative if this problem exists.
High VDF Temperature:
The VDF will switch off if the temperature is too high. The VDF automatically controls its internal fan.
High VDF temperature indicates failure gyroscopic motor, less than three phase supply, poor
ventilation or a hot environment.

FAULT SENSOR LOCATION
AC Control
The VDF control has a display panel on the face of the unit.
See Figure 16. For a list of codes if a fault is present

Maintenance
Establish and adhere to a definite schedule for maintenance and service. If the Sea Gyro stabilizer will be
subjected to extreme operation conditions, the service intervals should be reduced accordingly.
Perform service at the time period or after the number of operating hours shown, whichever comes first.
Use the schedule to determine maintenance required and then refer to the sections that follow for the
correct service procedures.

PERIODIC MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE
1. Check for noise, vibration and heat stress. Check flywheel audibly and visually with set running and
notify of any problems immediately.
2. Perform after first one hour of operation on new sets.
3. Perform more often in extreme conditions.
4. Visually check belts for evidence of slippage.
5. Regularly spray the insides with a rust inhibitor such as WD40.

SET INSPECTION
During operation, be alert for mechanical problems that could create unsafe or hazardous conditions. The
following sections cover several areas that should be frequently inspected to insure continued safe
operation.

VDF DISPLAY
Check the following readings while the Sea Gyro stabilizer is operating.

Operating frequency:
The operating frequency should be 50/60 hz when the Sea Gyro stabilizer is at maximum operating
speed.
Motor current:
The power should be in the range of 50 to 70 % (of maximum rated power) depending on the load and
ambient temperature.



Mechanical
With the Sea Gyro stabilizer set stopped, check for loose belts, fittings, or any signs of mechanical
damage. If any problems are found, have them corrected immediately. Check for dust and dirt
accumulation and clean if necessary.
With the set running, listen for unusual noises that may indicate mechanical problems. Investigate
anything that indicates a mechanical malfunction.

LUBRICATION SYSTEM
The Sea Gyro stabilizer is provided pre-greased.

Do not use excessive grease and do not mix different brands of grease.

Drive Belts
Remove the front panel for belt inspection or replacement.
A loose or defective belt can cause the Sea Gyro stabilizer to overheat and cause poor speed regulation.
Belts should be checked for excessive slackness, oil soak, wear, tear, cracks and overstretching.
Replace if needed.
Adjustment: Proper tension is required with a specified deflection when the belts are pressed down with a
pressure of 10 kg at the midpoint between pulleys. Tighten adjustment cap screws when proper tension is
achieved.

AC MOTOR
The motor/s should be inspected to check wear and for cleaning as required per the Periodic
Maintenance Schedule. Be sure to use the isolation switch to prevent starting of the Sea Gyro stabilizer
before proceeding.

Caution
Stop the Sea Gyro stabilizer set and disable the VFD before inspecting the motor.
If dust has accumulated on any motor components, they can be cleaned with filtered, low pressure air.

OUT-OF-SERVICE PROTECTION
If the Sea Gyro stabilizer set will be out of service for more than 30 days, protect it by using the following
procedures.
1. Start and run the Sea Gyro stabilizer set until it is thoroughly warm (half hour). Stop the set.
2. Clean and wipe entire unit.
3. Coat parts susceptible to rust with a light coat of rust inhibitor oil or grease. (ie WD40)

Returning Unit to Service
Refer to preceding paragraphs in this Maintenance section for specific service procedures.
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Parameters Settings Comment Parameters Settings Comment
0-04 06 Power reading 1-09 1800 Acceleration time sec
1-00 60 Max frequency 1-10 1800 Deceleration time sec
1-01 60 Max frequency 1-15 04 Auto accel/dec
1-02 220-440 Depends on input voltage 2-02 1 Coast stop
1-03 5 Midpoint frequency 2-04 1 Reverse disabled
1-04 30 Midpoint volts 8-04 01 Power loss
1-05 0.1 Minimum output frequency 8-07 80 Search current%
1-06 30 Minimum output volts 8-19 1 Auto search










































